Baldor offers On-site Field Services for Dodge Mechanical Power Transmission Products

Dodge brand products represent over 100 years of experience in designing and manufacturing innovative mechanical power transmission products. Available 24/7, our Field Service Technicians are experts in their field. We are here to help you quickly get up and running and maintain reliability in your facility.

Breakdown and Onsite Product Analysis

When breakdowns occur, identifying the cause and implementing corrective action are key steps to eliminate future failures. Our onsite technicians will quickly assess the condition of your mechanical power transmission products and recommend corrective actions:

- Onsite analysis of worn or failed products
- Corrective action recommendations
- Document unfavorable application issues and outline countermeasures
- Determine options for repair or replacement parts

Installation, Commissioning and Maintenance Services

Our Field Service Technicians are trained and experienced on the proper installation, maintenance, and start-up procedures of Baldor™ Dodge products. While onsite, our service technician can provide a wide range of start-up services:

- Outline installation and start-up work scope procedures identifying critical steps
- Identify tools and equipment needed for installation
- Detailed instruction and hands-on guidance of proper removal, installation, and startup
- Confirmation of key parameters such as torque values, lubrication, and assembly
- Precision laser alignment
- Oil analysis
- Documentation of critical installation data
- Recommend predictive and preventive maintenance plan and critical spare list
- Review maintenance procedures and best practices
Site Assessment and Performance Improvement

Avoiding costly downtime, unexpected maintenance costs, and productivity losses are part of all successful operations. Baldor•Dodge onsite Field Services can assist your maintenance team with the tools and resources to keep your plant running.

- Conduct a survey site to document MPT products in use at your facility
- Record and report on condition of MPT products
- Inspect installation and alignment condition
- Document adverse environmental conditions and outline countermeasures
- Review maintenance logs or other history
- Recommend PM plan and critical spare list
- Recommend options to improve safety of MPT products
- Inspect spare part inventory
- Guidance on storage of critical spares

Outage and Emergency Services

Our Field Service technicians are available 24/7 to help your team quickly return your equipment to full operation.

For more information on any of the onsite Field Services please, call us at 864-297-4160, contact your local Baldor•Dodge Field Sales Engineer, or email us at: MechanicalServices@baldor.abb.com

Baldor•Dodge Mechanical Products

- Mounted Ball Bearings
- Roller Bearings
- Sleevoil and Journal Bearings
- Gearboxes
- Couplings
- Belt Drives
- Pulleys